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What are we doing?

What is Upcycling?

Thrift is in. It’s no secret that everyone is looking to save money where 
they can, while at the same time taking control of their purse strings by 
getting creative and being sure never to settle for second best! What this 
has created is a thriving community of likeminded people creating beautiful 
products and inspiring the rest of us to innovate and create on a budget.
At Gumtree we exist to help you upgrade your life. And we like to make 
things easy, which is why we came up with Easy Buy, Easy Sell. Now we want 
to help you take advantage of the upcycling opportunities out there, which 
is why as part of National Recycling Week we created National Upcycling 
Day to be held on the 24th June and are teaming up with a group of the 
UKs hottest upcycling and lifestyle bloggers to create the Gumtree Guide 
to Upcycling.
In this guide you’ll find 5 upcycling projects varying in difficulty for you 
to get stuck in to. You’ll also find tips and tricks from the king of upcycling 
himself, Max McMurdo.

Upcycling isn’t just the practice of transforming old materials into useable 
objects, it’s the process of breathing a new lease of life into well used and 
loved items to give them a new story and personality. All this while at the 
same time creating something that is useful, functional and beautiful.
This seemingly basic concept has sparked an exciting revolution in recent 
times, a revolution that anyone can join.
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Max McMurdo 
Upcycling top tips

Be brave and take risks. A lot of people are 
naturally creative but are scared to express 
themselves. Don’t 
worry about what people think of your work.

 Select your materials carefully, try to 
source good scrap, its very hard to upcycle 
chipboard.

Try mixing materials and finishes, for example 
soften cold metal with warm lighting or timber 
to create the industrial look or combine fabric 
with painted surfaces.

Don’t just do the norm, this is your opportunity 
to make a real statement, just because your 
design is upcycled it can still be current in 
terms of style, colours and materials.

You wont get everything right all the time, 
mistakes are good, just learn from them and 
enjoy developing new skills.
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A perfect challenge for the avid gardener
Ballpark budget: £40
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Rachael Jess
Website: Rachael Jess
Twitter: @RachaelJessBlog

Rachael’s Garden Planter

What you will need:
Garden paints
Sander
Wood Glue
Nails
Dandelion Wall Stickers
Outdoor Mod Podge
Piece of 2 x 2 wood (for the legs)
Saw
Paint Brushes

http://www.rachaeljess.com
http://www.rachaeljess.com
https://twitter.com/RachaelJessBlog


7 The inspiration behind Rachael’s item was one of security! 
When Rachael’s dogs were young they would dig up her 
garden, meaning the only way she could have lovely 
garden flowers was to place the plants in raised beds 
and planters.

Process

Remove the drawers and sand down the 
surface to make it easier to paint.
Use the base of one drawer to seal the 
bottom of the chest creating a complete 
open top box.
Take the 2 x 2 wood and saw 4 x 2.5inch legs. 
Then using wood glue, attached the legs to 
the bottom of the chest.
Paint the planter with garden paint. Apply 
2 coats, waiting an hour between each coat.
Saw the remaining draw in half to create 
a half draw.
Remove the drawer handles from the 
drawers, then paint both handles and draw 
in a colour to coordinate with the chest.
Using wood glue, glue the handles to each 
side of the chest and glue the half drawer 
to one side to create a new shelf.
Print the word, GROW, on a piece of card 
(backwards) and paint with garden paint. 
Wait for this to dry, cut out the wording and 
add with wood glue to the front.
Use dandelion vinyls to decorate the box
Used waterproof outdoor Mod Podge 
to cover the box to protect the images.
Use half painted lollypop sticks to act as 
plant labels.
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8 Great for a first timer
Ballpark budget: £35

Gina Caro
Website: Cold Tea and Smelly Nappies 
Twitter: @Gina_Caro

Gina’s Picture Frame
Jewellery Holde

What you will need:
Picture frames 
Sandpaper
Spray paint
Wire or mesh
Wire cutters

ttp://www.coldteaandsmellynappies.co.uk
https://twitter.com/Gina_Caro


9 Gina was inspired to upcycle her jewellery holders 
by a tutorial on Pinterest, intrigued by the unusual, 
but effective way to display and store jewellery.

Process

 Sand the frames down to create a good 
surface to spray the paint on to.  Remove 
the back and glass before doing this as you 
won’t be using them.
Lay your frames on a surface you don’t mind 
getting covered in paint.
 Apply 3 coats of paint, waiting an hour 
between each layer to allow the previous 
layer to dry.
Leave the frames to dry for around 24 
hours
 Lay the frames upside down, placing the 
wire on top to mark where you’re going to 
cut.
 Using wire cutters, cut your wire to the right 
size to fit inside your frame.
 Once your rectangle of mesh is cut out, 
simply push it into the back on the frame and 
use the small hooks on the frame (that would 
normally hold in the picture) to hold it into 
place. It’s that simple!
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The perfect project for Sunday afternoon

Helen Dickinson
Website: Mummy To The Max 
Twitter: @MummyToTheMax

Helen’s Children’s 
Activity Table

What you will need:
Small table
2 Lego base plates
2 napkin holders
Superglue
A5 sized Black Board
Command clear hooks
Command clear caddy
Bucket with handle

Optional:
Chalks
Lego
Lego book
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http://www.mummytothemax.co.uk
https://twitter.com/MummyToTheMax


Process

 Take your table, place it on an even floor 
and make sure the top surface is clean.
 Choose one side of the table to add your 
Lego base plates to and then carefully add 
glue to the reverse of each base plate. 
Make sure the glue is spread to the edges 
and corners, as well as the middle of the 
base plate.
 Carefully add your caddy to one side 
of the table, allowing it to stick in the middle.
Add your hook to the table, placing it on the 
edge closest to the Lego base boards.
 Opposite the base boards, add your black 
board to the table. Apply glue around the 
edges and hold down to stick.
Once the blackboard is stuck down, add 
your napkin holders, these will create a 
book stand. You will need to ensure that both 
napkin holders are flat sided down and are 
pushed up against each other. Make sure 
to use a lot of glue on these to ensure they 
don’t break off.
Finally, add a Lego book, chalks and Lego 
to the table and create tons of fun!
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12 A challenging project for pet lovers 
Ballpark budget: £60

Jen’s Pet Storage Solution  
(AKA The Rat Palace!)

What you will need:
One media unit
Screwdriver
Drill
Saw
Jigsaw
Hole cutter
Mesh
Stapler
Primer
Paint and paintbrushes/roller
Perspex sheet
Stanley knife
Lino offcuts
Spray adhesive
Clear silicone sealant
Hooks for hanging the hammock 
and drainpipe up to.
‘Toys’/beds for ratty-old piece 
of drainpipe, and fabric 
remnants for hammock and 
tunnel (optional).
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Jen Gale
Website: Make Do and Mend-able 
Twitter: @makeandmendable

Process

Remove the lid, door, and take the shelves out.
Using a saw, cut the shelves at different angles to make different levels 
for your rodent to climb around in.
Line off the levels with cuts of lino and stick on with spray adhesive.
 Cut out the sunroof and door window using a jigsaw, first drilling a pilot 
hole to take the blade.
Once everything is in shape, it’s time to get painting!
Prime the inside and the outside with mdf primer.
 To make it easy to keep clean, use bathroom paint for the inside walls, 
and just plain old white for the outsides.
 Apply 3 coats to get a good even coverage all over and when wait for 
it to dry.
 Once all the paint is dry, re-assemble the unit.
 Cut the perspex for the front window and the sunroof with a Stanley Knife 
before gluing in place.
 Secure the shelves with 90 degree brackets to stop them slipping, and then 
seal the edges of the shelves with silicone sealant.
 The bottle hole was drilled with a hole cutter and the mesh was stapled 
on to stop any rat escapees! A bit of old bike inner tube was then stuck 
to the edge of the hole to try to stop leaks damaging the wood.
Create the ramps from off cuts of wood or other material.
 To make the hammock, place 2 squares of fabric right sides together, 
sandwiching 4 loops of ribbon (for the hanging bits) in between the layers. 
Sew around 3 edges and then turn out right way round, and edge stitch 
around the whole lot to close the last side. Your ribbon loops should be 
poking out from each corner, ready to hang in your cage from hooks 
at the side or in the ceiling.
The nameboard was simply an offcut of wood, sprayed with chalk paint, and 
then 2 holes were drilled in the top, with some string through to hang it!
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http://www.makedoandmend-able.co.uk
https://twitter.com/MakeandMendable


14 A challenge fit for interior design lovers
Ballpark budget: £95

Natalie Holden
Website: Little Ones 
Twitter: @natholden87

Natalie’s ‘Mad Woman’ 
Dresser

Natalie’s mid-century dresser was inspired by the ‘Mad 
Men’ look, a trend currently on the interior design world’s 
radar. Lot’s of leading furniture companies are stocking 
modern interpretations of this style, but why pay premium 
prices, when you can create it yourself?

What you will need:
A dresser
Water based chalk paint
Clear wax
Magazines
Decoupage glue
Flat paint brush
Copper gliding wax

http://natalieholden-id.co.uk
https://twitter.com/natholden87


15 Process

 Apply a first coat of water based chalk 
paint onto the dresser. Using this solution 
means there’s no need for sanding and 
priming. After applying, allow to dry for 
an hour.
Mix a very small amount of water into the 
chalk paint to create a slightly thinner 
consistency and apply the second (top) coat. 
enabling you to create a smoother and non-
blobby top coat.
 Once the paint has dried use a clear wax to 
coat the surface, giving it a more satin finish. 
To do this you just cut up an old T-shirt or 
cloth and wipe the wax over the entire thing. 
When the wax has dried a bit, use a clean 
cloth to wipe the excess off.
To line the drawers, cut up adverts from 
magazines and colour code each drawer. 
Fix the adverts with Decoupage glue; 
painting it on with a basic paint brush and 
then position the adverts carefully into an 
Ombre pattern.
Once the adverts are positioned in each 
drawer, give the entire thing another thin 
coat of the Decoupage glue so everything 
is sealed in place.
For the drawer handles and bottom of the 
legs, use your finger to rub a coating of 
Copper Gilding Wax onto the metal surfaces.

All in all this was such a fun project that 
allowed me to be creative at the same time 
as producing a unique piece of furniture 
at an affordable price.
I would highly recommend anyone 
to have a go!
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Final word
We bet there are few items in your home that with a dash 
of colour and a lick of paint could make you some £££’s. 

Why not challenge yourself and join us in our 
#UpcycleRevolution?  

 
Search ‘upcycle’ on gumtree.com for inspiration or take 

a look at the hashtag and see what other people are creating! 
 

Once you’ve had a go at upcycling yourself, tell us about 
it and use the hashtag in your post – we can’t wait to see 

where your imagination takes you. 
 

Team Gumtree


